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Abstract: Technological advances and increasing customer
need for highly customized products have triggered a fourth
industrial revolution. A digital revolution in the manufacturing industry is enforced by introducing smart devices
and knowledge bases to form intelligent manufacturing information systems. One of the goals of the digital revolution
is to allow flexibility of smart factories by automating shop
floor changes based on the changes in input production
processes and ordered products. In order to make this possible, a formal language to describe production processes
is needed, together with a code generator for its models
and an engine to execute the code on smart devices. Existing process modeling languages are not usually tailored
to model production processes, especially if models are
needed for automatic code generation. In this paper we
propose a research on Industry 4.0 manufacturing using
a Domain-Specific Modeling Language (DSML) within a
Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) approach to
model production processes. The models would be used
to generate instructions to smart devices and human workers, and gather a feedback from them during the process
execution. A pilot comparative analysis of three modeling
languages that are commonly used for process modeling
is given with the goal of identifying supported modeling
concepts, good practices and usage patterns.
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1 Introduction
Manufacturing has been the driving factor behind the development of the human race since the humans discovered
the first tools.¹ Over time, manufacturing became more and
more sophisticated. Significant paradigm changes were
triggered by inventions that have highly influenced the
whole manufacturing process. Until the end of the 20th
Century machines were still not fully independent and selfadjustable to variations in the manufacturing processes.
A fourth industrial revolution has been triggered by
technological advances and increasing customer need for
highly customized products. This manufacturing revolution is called Industry 4.0 in Germany and Smart Manufacturing in the United States. Both countries, and many
others like Japan, China and Korea, have established national programs and research projects in the domain of
smart manufacturing in order to define and implement its
concepts [43].
In traditional manufacturing systems, switching between different products or different product variants requires either stopping the production to reconfigure equipment, or having different production lines for each product
[5] which infers additional costs to the manufacturer. On
the other hand, one of the goals of Industry 4.0 is to provide automatic and flexible production thus enabling mass
customization of products [20]. Such production flexibility would allow different products or product variants to
be produced simultaneously without the need to stop production while performing the reconfiguration [5]. In order
to enable such flexibility, the entire reconfiguration of the
production line has to be done “on the fly” by the automated mechanisms of the smart factory and based on the
production process specification. Thus, production process
specifications need to be formally described and machine
readable.
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Production processes need to be specified in the form
of production process models by using a Domain-Specific
Modeling Language (DSML) that includes concepts for representing materials, products, services, devices, human
workers, communication between them and all process
steps and tasks needed to create a product. Implementing
a DSML in a formal way increases: (i) consistency during
modeling, (ii) model quality and (iii) modeling speed. Also,
DSMLs could increase human comprehension of models
by supporting users to use familiar modeling concepts. In
this particular case, process designers would use a DSML
– a formal language that provides concepts of a production domain, to model production processes that would
be machine readable, but also simple enough for human
comprehension.
Due to the increase of production process complexity
in Industry 4.0, production process models will help process designers to think about production processes at a
higher abstraction level and be more focused on modeling
production process steps in order to minimize errors during
processes specification. On the other hand, mechanisms for
automating the production coupled with mobile robots and
workbenches will enable automatic reconfiguration based
on the instructions stemming from the process models.
Although there is a lot of invested research effort, many
research questions are left unanswered and challenges
which are not yet addressed. One of the important research
topics not fully addressed is the identification of concepts
that lead to the creation of a formal language to describe
production processes, which in turn allows easier specification of process models and supports production of highly
customized products.
To create production process models, a digital twin
of a physical process is needed that will enable process
monitoring, real-time decision making and control [56]. A
digital twin represents a virtual model of a physical object
which can simulate the object behavior [34]. In that way it
is possible to simulate production steps and to predict their
impact on the product [49]. These simulations are highly
utilized in Industry 4.0 to simulate products, robots and
humans in order to reduce failures and optimize resource
consumption [45], e.g. energy consumption.
Without simulations, a production failure would happen more often due to the complexity of the production
process. Also, resource consumption could be higher than
it should be because a certain product can be produced
using different methods and simulations help to find an
optimal production process for a specific product. Having
a formal and machine-readable production process model
will allow for more precise and domain-specific simulations

and enable easier creation and execution of simulations
[36].
Besides the production simulations and manufacturing flexibility, having formal production process models
would provide means for better integration of humans in
production processes in a way that is prescribed by lean
production principles [16]. A visualization of production
process models will be necessary for humans to either supervise the production or participate in the production [10].
The visualized production process models could be used by:
(i) human supervisors for process monitoring, and (ii) human workers as a manual to execute production tasks. The
visualization of production process models could provide
human workers with better understanding of processes
which will minimize errors during process execution.
In this paper we establish a proposal for a research on
creation of a framework for the formal description and automatic execution of production processes. The framework
is centered on a production process modeling language
that needs to be designed and implemented. The language
can be categorized as a DSML aimed to specify production
processes, as existing process modeling languages are not
tailored to model production processes. Most of existing
languages lack a capability to model a material flow, some
of them can only specify sequential processes and others
cannot describe smart resources that should execute process steps. We discuss these issues further in Section 4 and
5.
In addition to the content of our conference paper [47],
different modeling languages are compared in this paper
in order to determine which production process concepts
can be modeled by the languages and are they able to: (i)
specify human-machine collaboration, (ii) support generation of human-readable and machine-readable instructions
automatically, and (iii) improve the production of highly
customized products and product variants.
A production process example is constructed to cover
most important concepts and it is modeled by means of
three process modeling languages: Business Process Model
and Notation (BPMN) [12], Unified Modeling Language
(UML) [13] and Petri nets [30]. Many researchers apply these
languages and language extensions in the production domain, as is presented in Section 5. Thus, we chose these
languages to model identified production process concepts.
However, even if BPMN extensions or UML profiles were
created, it is still hard to model human-machine integration in the smart factory and to model production processes
with all the details needed for automatic code generation.
The human-machine integration, automatic code generation and execution of generated instructions could provide basis for automatic management of the production
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and thus highly customized products could be produced at
the lower cost. Due to domain-specific challenges in modeling production processes, researchers are trying to apply
domain-specific modeling [52]. Some of the domain-specific
challenges are modeling production process steps with all
the details substantial for automatic process execution;
smart resources that will execute each process step; and
the human-machine collaboration. In order to cope with
these challenges we have proposed a usage of a DSML to
model production processes.
The main goal of the proposed research is to define a
methodological approach and a software solution in which
the Model-Driven Software Development (MDSD) principles
and a DSML will be used to formally specify production
processes, to automatically generate instructions for smart
machines or human workers, and to gather a feedback from
them during the process execution.
Apart from this section, this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 an overview of a smart factory is presented. Requirements for modeling production processes
in Industry 4.0 and an MDSD based system for automatic
execution of code generated from models are described
in Section 3. In Section 4 different process modeling languages and their capability to model production processes
are compared. Section 5 represents a related research to the
one presented within this paper. Conclusions and future
work on implementation of the DSML related to production
processes in Industry 4.0 are presented in Section 6.

2 An Overview of a Smart Factory
To create a smart factory, advanced technologies like CyberPhysical System (CPS), Internet of Things (IoT) and Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) are introduced in the manufacturing process [50, 55]. CPS is the core element of Industry
4.0 and production processes. It is used to denote physical objects with embedded software and computing power,
which transforms products into smart ones and enables
a smart and decentralized production [2]. This transformation provides significant resource and cost advantages
compared with traditional production systems [54]. CPSs
are the connection between physical and virtual manufacturing worlds [27], and they are aimed at enhancing process
control by synchronizing these two worlds and by hiding
the feedback from sensors and actuators state changes [37].
An exchange of the feedback and the communication between CPSs in manufacturing systems are provided by IoT
and WSN. The smart products and machines have to be
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fully networked and integrated with the smart factory in
order to require minimal manual interventions [7].
The smart factory is based on advanced technologies,
smart resources, smart materials and smart storages that
are commonly used in Industry 4.0. In this context the smart
resource is a service provider, the one that will process operations, and the smart material is a service consumer, the
one that will be processed [2]. The smart factory production
system needs to have smart resources of different types, like
robots, machines or human workers. In order to produce
highly customized products with many different products
involved in the production, a routing of smart resources
should be reconfigured dynamically to enable easy switching between different smart products, which is very hard to
achieve in traditional manufacturing. To enable dynamic
routing, all these smart resources and smart products need
to collaborate and communicate with each other. Modeling
of smart resources and their collaboration and communication by means of a process modeling language can be of
great help for process designers in the Industry 4.0 environment.
In the rest of this section, we provide discussion on: (i)
production logistics in the smart factory environment, (ii)
disturbance detection and error handling (iii) integration
of humans and machines within the smart factory, (iv) potentials of a cluster of industrial computers named Orchestrator to manage the production, (v) gathering feedback
from the production and data analysis, (vi) an example of
an assembly smart factory and (vii) the summary.

2.1 Production Logistics with Automated
Guided Vehicles
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are intelligent automatic vehicles used for transport and dynamic routing.
AGVs are important resources in smart factories and intelligent manufacturing because they improve production by
increasing automation and efficiency, reducing labor costs
and helping make production fast and safe [49]. Dorofeev
et al. [5] presented an example of a rich transportation network of seven AGVs used for creation of different product
variants. The transportation of smart materials and smart
products can use most of the production time [33], so modeling transportation activities and management of transport
vehicles are very important.
In order to transport smart materials and smart products or execute different operations on them, AGVs can be
equipped with Radio Frequency IDentification (RFID) readers to read or write to the smart products’ or smart materials’
RFID tags and to communicate with other smart resources
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via IoT [35, 50]. RFID tags enable a wireless identification
and localization of smart products and smart materials,
and event generation to track the production process, e.g.
the material is picked up or placed [23, 41]. Besides smart
resources and smart materials, there are also smart storages that can be equipped with different sensors in order to
track their state or inventory. This is important information
to know during the production as smart resources need to
transport smart materials to available smart storages that
lack specific materials for the production.

2.2 Error Handling

the collaboration between human workers and robots is
important, cobots are being used. Cobots are designed to
work and collaborate with human workers and to ensure
their safety during production [43].
Human workers: (i) supervise robots’ work, (ii) collaborate with robots during production, and (iii) work on the
tasks that robots are not capable of doing. Collaboration
and exchange of information between a human and a machine is not the only type of collaboration in existence. It
is also important to model collaboration between humans
and between machines. In the context of Industry 4.0, most
of the communication will be between various machines
[35, 48].
Most of the described communications and collaborations between machines and human workers need to be
modeled within the production processes in order to specify exchange of messages between them and their work in
parallel, which will make a production of highly personalized products faster. Otherwise the production can only be
sequential and without significant optimization.

Error handling represents a set of activities to reduce negative effects of an error after its occurrence and to avoid
a failure scenario [8]. As AGVs or other robots can read
products’ or materials’ states, they can detect if any disturbance occurs due to automatic manufacturing process
or production logistics activities in order to manage the
error, e.g. send a manual to a human worker to manually
fix the problem [10]. A detection of any disturbance during
the production requires the error handling, which is very 2.4 Orchestrating the Production
important as errors can occur in any step of the process and
they need to be carefully managed and modeled in order to In order to connect and control smart resources, matericlearly define errors and identify their boundaries [42].
als and storages, an automatic management of production
Industrial systems are becoming more complex and processes requires all the resources to work together and
expensive so there is less tolerance for any kind of fault. to be connected with a decision-making system [35]. This
Consequently, it is very important to respond quickly to system could be represented by Orchestrator which can:
detected and identified faults or disturbances in order to (i) delegate instructions to different smart resources, (ii)
minimize performance degradation, productivity decrease manage transportation of materials and products between
and safety hazards [9]. However, error handling activities storages, and (iii) detect and configure new smart resources
usually are not integrated within physical processes due to or reconfigure existing ones [5, 31]. Examples of a produclack of defined workflows [8], and thus production process tion orchestration can be found in the work of Loskyll [18]
models should also include error handling activities.
and Keddis [15].
To orchestrate the production, a knowledge of the
smart factory topology is needed. This knowledge is com2.3 A Human-Machine Collaboration
posed of: (i) smart resources and their set of skills, (ii) smart
materials and their properties such as dimensions, shape
Besides machines and robots, human workers may also and mass, (iii) production processes and their steps, skills
be considered smart resources. They are integrated within needed for the execution of process steps and different
the smart factory and they work on tasks in which robots constraints that need to be included during the process
are not applicable or they work as problem solvers. Human execution, and (iv) the production logistics. For example,
workers interact with the smart factory using smart phones, smart material mass is an important property as not all
smart watches, tablets or smart glasses to send or receive smart resources are capable of transporting and processing
different kinds of information [10, 43]. In comparison to heavy materials [44], and Orchestrator needs to find all of
human workers, autonomous robots can work on different the capable smart resources and match them with process
tasks more precisely and in places that human workers steps that require any work with the material.
are not allowed to work [45]. Also, in some countries, laws
The presented knowledge is similar to the manufaclimit human workers from working some jobs, e.g. to lift turing capability conceptual model in [21]. Orchestrator
heavy objects. In the context of smart manufacturing, where communicates with the knowledge base that stores all such
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knowledge and a reasoning mechanism must be implemented. Similar to Orchestrator, the smart machine agent
module [55] is described alongside a real-time data perception, a pool of knowledge and rules, a reasoning mechanism
and an executor.

2.5 Gathering Feedback and Data Analysis
During production, smart resources, materials and storages
generate data from their sensors and that feedback data
is needed for data analysis in order to optimize production processes. Generated feedback data requires a lot of
storage memory, so the data is sent to a big data storage
[50]. Every RFID sensor will send data like the storages’ status, smart resources’ or smart materials’ states and process
steps’ completion status during the production. An Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system gathers the feedback
data from RFID sensors through smart resources that can
read the data and store it in a feedback data storage. This
will allow data analysis and process monitoring to increase
production quality, optimize energy consummation, reduce
production costs and detect when maintenance is required
[35, 49].
An asynchronous communication between smart resources and the ERP system, and between smart resources
and Orchestrator is needed to gather a feedback and to delegate instructions. Communication protocols and platformindependent interfaces must be integrated with an intel-

Figure 1: An example of assembly smart manufacturing.
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ligent information system of the smart factory. The asynchronous communication could be established with REpresentational State Transfer (REST) Application Programming
Interfaces (API) [37] and the communication with different
smart resources through sensors, actuators and mobile devices could be established with industrial protocol Open
Platform Communications Unified Architecture (OPC UA)
[10, 37]. REST APIs and the OPC UA protocol will be used to
send instructions to smart resources generated from production process models, which will enable process execution
without manual interventions.

2.6 A Smart Factory Example
To summarize previously described aspects of the smart
factory, we present an example of smart assembling in Figure 1.
Smart materials are stored in a global storage. If some
of the materials are needed for the production, an AGV will
bring all required materials to a smart shelf. During production, another AGV will bring materials from the smart
shelf to a smart material area. A human worker and a cobot
will work together or work in parallel to create a product
using materials from the smart material area. The product
is then created at a smart table. A finished product will be
transported to a finished product area using another AGV.
All these smart storages, smart materials and smart
resources are tagged with an RFID so they can generate dif-
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ferent information, and smart resources are equipped with 3.1 An Overview of the Core Language
an RFID reader to read the information. The human worker
Concepts
has a mobile device to send or receive different information. This smart factory is managed by Orchestrator which A production process model needs to be presented as a
communicates with a knowledge base to gather all neces- workflow that is composed of different activities, i.e. tasks
sary knowledge about the production and the smart fac- that need to be executed in a defined order [53]. An order of
tory. Also, whenever a production disturbance is detected, activities can be specified as follows: (i) a sequence – a strict
Orchestrator should handle the error and manage a pro- order in which activities must be executed, e.g. drilling must
cess recovery. A feedback from RFID tags is gathered by be done before sanding, (ii) a parallelism – two or more
an ERP and stored in a data storage for data analysis and activities that can be executed in parallel, e.g. two holes can
optimization. The data storage will have various data that be drilled in parallel, (iii) a flow control – depending on the
is gathered from different sources and a large volume of specified parameter values, different activities are executed,
data must be stored [34]. An example of a reconfigurable e.g. sand a drilled hole if it has a diameter of the specified
assembly system that uses two industrial robots and RFID value, otherwise dismiss the material, and (iv) an iteration
tags to generate events can be found in the work of Makris – one or more activities executed a certain number of times
et al. [23].
until a specified condition is fulfilled, e.g. heat a metal plate
five times with a duration of three seconds. There are also
activities that are unordered – they cannot be executed in
2.7 Summary
parallel, but the order of execution is not important, e.g.
part A and part B needs to be assembled with part C and the
To cover all aspects of the presented smart factory, we identi- order of assembly activities is not important, but because
fied production process modeling concepts needed to fully of parts location the activities cannot be done in parallel.
describe all process steps, smart resources, smart mateAn activity, a smart resource and a smart material torials, smart products, the error handling, the production gether constitute a production process step. Every process
logistics and the collaboration between smart resources. step needs information about the smart resource that needs
These concepts are needed to model production processes to execute the activity on the smart material. Activities of
and generate instructions from them to smart resources. process steps could be operations, transportations, conA modeling language is needed to cover all the presented figurations or inspections and they can contain different
aspects of production processes. This will make a bridge parameters about activity completion criteria (e.g. cut a
between process specification and process execution. The metal plate at 10cm), and acceptance criteria (e.g. it is aclanguage also needs to provide easier production process ceptable if a metal plate is cut between 9.9cm and 10.1cm).
specification done by process designers. As a result, the Completion and acceptance criteria are related to quality
process specification will have fewer faults and will be more assurance, which is an important part of production proprecise, and the process will be optimized.
cesses. Many tests could be performed by human workers
or robots in order to check if the quality of a product is acceptable and this should also be modeled with a production
process language.
3 A Production Process Modeling
Also, different kinds of faults could occur during the
Language within an MDSD
production. A material could be damaged (e.g. a metal plate
is scratched), a robot could be broken or stopped (e.g. a
Approach
battery has been depleted), or a human worker executed
an operation in an incorrect manner, or the operation is not
Within the context of a smart factory as described in the
done at all. Some errors could be handled in the general
previous section, we propose the creation of a DSML aimed
way (e.g. move a material to the recycle area), and others
at production process modeling that will be used within
could be specific to handle (e.g. reassemble parts in specific
an MDSD approach to generate and automatically execute
order). There is a need to manage these situations with an
code on smart resources. In this section we present basic
error handler and thus errors, together with error handling
concepts of the DSML identified within the smart factory
activities, need to be described by a production process
and a system for automatic execution of production process
modeling language.
models that supports the MDSD approach.
Besides the presented workflow, there are material,
message and energy flows that need to be modeled. Ev-
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ery time a smart resource has to execute an operation on cess simulations will help to find out which process steps
a smart material, information about the material location have some defects and need to be optimized, or producneeds to be known. In every production process step, there tion costs could be lower by performing different changes
needs to be information about whether the material has on processes. Visualized production process models could
to be acquired from a storage or the material is a result of also be used as a manual for human workers during proa previous production process step. If the material has to duction. Human workers will receive a production process
be acquired from the storage, it will require transportation model on their mobile devices with a manual of how to
activities. Otherwise, the material is already present and perform required activities. The graphical syntax will help
the operation can be executed. In order to automatically process designers to ease production process modeling, but
execute code generated from models, all activities must be the language should also contain mechanisms to deal with
generated precisely, including each transport required.
the production process complexity.
A message flow represents a communication and a colSub-processes will help deal with large production prolaboration between smart resources. Both communication cess models by hiding all of the details. However, large
and collaboration between human workers, between a hu- amount of transportation process steps and smart resources
man worker and a machine, and between machines need to assigned to process steps can also increase complexity of
be specified with a production process modeling language. models. To help process designers avoid complexities arisThus, an integration of humans and machines in the smart ing from transportation activities and smart resources, we
factory could be specified.
propose a usage of Orchestrator and two abstraction levels
An energy flow should also be considered while model- of the production process modeling language.
ing production processes. For example, some robots must
Process designers will use the language at a higher
be plugged in before performing operations; some of them level of abstraction to specify production process steps that
have a battery whose status needs to be tracked in order include an activity and a material on which the activity will
to charge it in time. Alternatively, other sources of energy be performed. After the process steps are specified, Orchescould be used.
trator will add smart resources that will execute process
Except for the presented four types of flow, a produc- steps and transportation steps to support production lotion process modeling language should also support speci- gistics activities. These two levels of abstraction will ease
fication of process variations. Besides product variations in modeling tasks performed by process designers. In the next
which similar products are different in only a few details, section, we describe a system for automatic execution of
there are also process variations in which the same product production process models that includes the DSML with
could be created using different process steps.
two abstraction levels and Orchestrator.
All presented production process modeling concepts
are needed for an abstract syntax of a DSML in order to
prepare models for code generation and automatic execu- 3.2 A System for Automatic Execution of
tion. Also, a concrete DSML syntax is needed. There are
Production Process Models
two types of concrete syntaxes: a textual and a graphical
syntax. However, there is no general answer which one is To enable flexible manufacturing of highly customized
better [3]. The production process modeling language will products at lower cost, we propose the implementation
be used by process designers and its models will be used by of a system for automatic execution of production process
human supervisors and workers during the production. A models. There are many possibilities and methodologies
graphical syntax is the better option in this particular case, to choose from. The envisioned system will follow MDSD
because: (i) it enables visualized monitoring for human principles, centered on a DSML that is specific to a certain
supervisors; (ii) it visualizes detected errors during the pro- domain of application. In this particular case a domain of
duction; (iii) it enables graphical simulations of production production processes modeling and execution.
process models; (iv) it creates manuals for human workers;
A Model-Driven (MD) paradigm assumes orientation
and (v) it makes modeling easier for production process on models at all stages of system development. A comdesigners.
plex system consists of several interrelated models orgaMonitoring of the production process has to be sup- nized through different levels of abstraction and platform
ported by the language to help human supervisors to track specificity. MD as a prefix is an umbrella term to indicate,
and control production. Production errors also need to be amongst others: MD Engineering (MDE), MD Software Envisualized in order to easily detect in which process steps gineering (MDSE), MD Development (MDD), MDSD and MD
errors have occurred. The visualization of production pro- Architecture (MDA) [40].
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The main goals of MDSD include the increase of development speed through automation and single point of system definition; the increase in software quality through formalization; the increase in component reuse and improved
manageability of complexity through abstraction; greater
domain expert inclusion in the development process; and
better communication between different stakeholders in
the software development process [4].
MDSD is usually centered on the DSML that can be seen
as a specialization of a wider notion of Domain-Specific
Languages (DSL) [24, 46]. The advantage of DSMLs in comparison to General Purpose Modeling Languages (GPML)
is the closeness to the domain under observation and appropriateness of modeling concepts that are used for the
given modeling task. By using such a language, a domain
expert or a user familiar with the domain is able to specify
the solution faster, with fewer errors, using more familiar
concepts than is the case with GPMLs. An application of
MDSD and DSMLs in industry systems’ integration is given
in [4].
Using the described concepts of the production process modeling language and its graphical syntax, process
designers could create different models that are suitable
for automatic execution. The envisioned system based on
the MDSD approach, in which the language is used, is presented in Figure 2.
Process designers will use the production process modeling language at the higher level of abstraction. These
models could also be obtained from product descriptions,
e.g. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) models, using a process
extractor. This process extractor will use knowledge extraction to conclude production process steps from the product
description to generate the production process model. An

example of process extraction from the digital product description to perform virtual assembly of the product can be
found in the work of Sierla et al. [39].
Production process models at the higher level of abstraction will be used by Orchestrator that communicates
with a knowledge base in order to add the following: (i)
transportation steps in a model, (ii) smart resources to any
production process step and (iii) energy flow elements,
which represents energy consumption of the smart resources. The knowledge base will be used to match required
skills for an activity specified in any production process step
with skills of smart resources that are able to execute the
specified activity.
Orchestrator will generate models at a lower level of
abstraction that will be ready to be used by a code generator.
Generated code needs to be human readable if instructions
will be sent to mobile devices of human workers or machine
readable if instructions will be sent to robots.
During the production, feedback data will be sent back
to Orchestrator in order to monitor the production and detect if an error occurs to reconfigure production. Feedback
data will also be gathered by an ERP and stored in a data
storage in order to analyze data and find out about possible
optimization, energy or time leaking.
Besides generating instructions for smart resources,
the code generator also needs to be connected with a simulation. This way generated code could be tested in the
simulation before the production, so the production process model could be optimized or fixed if needed.

Figure 2: A system for automatic execution of production process models.
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If there is a defect in the planks, they need to be discarded,
which is presented by a sub-process. Otherwise, they need
to be placed in a box. A smart resource needs to hold the
planks while another smart resource gets a box from a storage and places it beneath the planks. Afterwards, planks
must be placed in the box and the box needs to be closed.
After the box is closed, the production process is finished.
In order to model production processes ready for automatic
code generation, smart resources also need to be specified
within the model.

In the previous section, requirements for modeling production processes in Industry 4.0 and preparing models for
automatic production using a system based on an MDSD
approach are identified and described. The question is
whether a language exists that could fit in the envisioned
system and that could describe production processes suitable for automatic execution, or whether we need yet another process modeling language as it is proposed in Section 3.1.
4.1 A BPMN Example
There are different process modeling languages that
are used to specify production processes. Companies usu- In Figure 3, the production process PlankSaw is modeled by
ally have process charts and Bill of Materials (BOM) speci- means of BPMN. There are three lanes that each represents
fications, but none of them can fully describe production a smart resource – two machines and a human worker. Howprocesses that could be automatically executed. Concep- ever, it is not possible to specify any additional property of
tual process modeling languages like BPMN, UML and Petri the smart resource. Parallel process steps to pick and saw
nets are able to represent complex production process se- planks that are assigned to machines are specified. These
mantics and are extensively used in the practice. However, two machines are chosen by Orchestrator as they were the
if production process models need to be ready for auto- closest to a working table.
matic code generation, aforementioned process modeling
Annotations can be used to specify input and output
languages could be even more inadequate, as we describe products and capabilities for each process step. In Figure 3
in Section 5.
annotations are assigned only to parallel process steps to
As one of the goals of this paper is to investigate take less space and to keep the model simple as possible.
whether it is possible to specify human-machine collab- In order to automatically generate code, there is a need to
oration, and to automatically generate code from models in recognize and parse products and capabilities, especially if
order to support production of highly customized products there are additional constraints or parameters. Using text
and their variations, we have checked these assumptions in annotations would require the creation of a parser as
using three modeling languages: (i) BPMN, (ii) UML activity the text is not part of the modeling language. Also, storage
diagrams and (iii) Petri nets. We have used these languages must be specified within annotations whether a product
to model production processes with all identified concepts must be gathered from storage or placed in storage. Annotaneeded for the automatic code generation and execution. tions have to be connected depending on whether an input
We have analyzed whether these languages are able to sup- product of one process step is an output product of the preport production of highly customized products or a novel vious process step. Modeling a material flow is problematic
DSML should be designed for this purpose.
using BPMN.
In order to support the decision to design a novel DSML
For example, the Pick plank 1 process step has the input
or to use one of the existing languages, in the following text product Plank 1 that needs to be gathered from a smart
a single example of a production process named PlankSaw shelf, and has the output product Picked plank 1, which is
is modeled by means of three aforementioned modeling lan- the same as the input product as it is only picked from the
guages. The example is constructed in a way that includes smart shelf and is not changed. The Saw plank 1 process
basic production process concepts described in the previ- step has the input product Picked plank 1, which is the same
ous section. There are two planks that need to be sawed and plank from the previous process step, and has the output
packed as they will be later used in another process to as- product Sawed plank 1, which is sawed at a smart table.
semble a shelf. In this particular example we only consider
After an inspection of planks, a selection is modeled,
sawing and packaging of these two planks.
which is supported by BPMN, as well as a sub-process of
Two planks need to be sawed in parallel. We assume discarding the planks. A message flow and a collaboration
that, due to their dimensions, both of these planks cannot of smart resources can be implemented using parallelism
be simultaneously sawed by the same smart resource. More- gates and message events. These are modeled in a case
over, both planks must be inspected after they are sawed. when planks need to be placed in a box. Also, a notation of
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Figure 3: A BPMN production process model.
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process steps, i.e. operation, transportation and inspection,
cannot be modeled.
BPMN can be used to specify some of the basic concepts, but it lacks the semantics of production processes as
it is tailored to model business processes. It is not possible
to model production processes that are ready for automatic
code generation and execution of the code, especially when
modeling products, capability constraints and parameters
and the material flow.

Figure 4: A UML activity diagram production process model.
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4.2 A UML Activity Diagram Example
The UML activity diagram of the PlankSaw production process is presented in Figure 4. Three lanes are again used to
represent smart resources, but with this language it is not
possible to model resource properties.
It is possible to specify parallel process steps in order to
pick and saw two planks. A capability is presented within
an activity, i.e. a process step, and the capability parameters
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could be specified within the activity as input parameters. cepts in order to model process steps comparing with BPMN.
Capability constraints must be added as annotations.
However, by using BPMN it is possible to specify the mesInput and output products are modeled as objects and sage flow and the collaboration with greater detail as the
their constraints and storages as text annotations attached message attributes could be specified and the message flow
to objects. Storage properties are hard to specify within could be presented more clearly using relationships. If UML
annotations. Like BPMN models, it would be hard to recog- activity diagrams are used to model production processes,
nize and parse text from UML activity diagram annotations it is not possible to automatically generate executable code,
in order to automatically generate code and execute it. To especially when modeling capabilities and constraints, the
specify whether a product is a result of a previous process material flow and the message flow, i.e. the collaboration.
step, different objects and activities can be connected.
For example, the Plank 1 object represents an input
product of the Pick plank 1 activity, and an output prod- 4.3 A Petri Net Example
uct of the same activity is the Picked plank 1 object, which
is the same as the input product. The material flow must The model of the PlankSaw production process expressed
be carefully modeled. It is important to know whether an by the concepts of Petri nets is presented in Figure 5. Capainput product is gathered from storage or it represents an bilities of process steps can be specified by adding transioutput product from some of the previous process steps. tions in a Petri net model. Products, smart resources, storThe name of these two objects is not the same since the ages, constraints and parameters cannot be added within
state of the plank changed – from the state in which the the model. They can only be specified as a text that is atplank is stored in a smart shelf, to another state in which tached to each transition. It would be very hard to parse a
the plank is already picked. The Picked plank 1 object is text like that and this text would also be very hard to read
then used in the Saw plank 1 activity as an input product, by humans. Thus, process designers would have difficulties
and after it is sawed, an output product of the same activity modeling production processes.
Transitions with multiple relationships are used to
is the Sawed plank 1 object with a shorter width than it was
specify parallelism. In the example, there are parallel probefore the activity.
Modeling of material flows is complex, which is more cess steps – to pick and saw different planks, that are modobvious when using UML activity diagrams comparing to eled between transitions with multiple relationships. After
BPMN. Similar to the previous BPMN example, input and an inspection of planks is specified, a selection pattern is
output products are only presented for parallel process modeled using places with multiple relationships.
As opposed to BPMN and UML activity diagrams, substeps, while others are hidden from the diagram to make
processes cannot be modeled using Petri nets, and consethe model as simple as possible.
A selection is supported by UML activity diagrams as quently they are modeled as simple transitions, e.g. the
it is presented after the inspection of planks. A sub-process Discards planks process step. A message flow and a collabof discarding planks can also be modeled as a decomposed oration of smart resources, e.g. putting planks in a box, is
activity. In comparison with BPMN, it is harder to model modeled in a similar way as it was done by means of UML in
a message flow and a collaboration of different smart re- Section 4.2. A transition is used to represent a process step
sources. The message flow and the collaboration can be of sending a message after the box is placed, and the selecmodeled by means of a synchronization. For example, on tion pattern is used to check whether the message arrived
the human worker side there is the Send message activ- to place planks in the box.
ity, and on the second machine side it has to be checked
As has been previously described in the BPMN and UML
whether the message arrived using the selection pattern. examples, it can be concluded that it would be very hard to
This solution would be problematic for an automatic code generate code and execute it based on Petri net production
generation because there is a need to continuously check process models. Likewise, process step notations cannot
whether the message has arrived. The message flow could be modeled by means of Petri nets.
also be modeled using signals, but their purpose is to comPetri nets can be used to model only a few basic conmunicate with an external participant. As it is with BPMN, cepts of production processes. They are too generic to model
process step notations cannot be modeled.
any specific concepts of production processes. In the preLike BPMN, UML activity diagrams can be used to spec- sented example, we can see that it is not possible to specify
ify some of the basic concepts, but they lack the semantics process steps, the material flow, the message flow and subof production processes. Because of objects and capabil- processes of production process models that are ready for
ity parameters, UML activity diagrams provide better con- automatic code generation.
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Figure 5: A Petri net production process model.
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4.4 A Comparison of the Represented
Languages

production process concepts that have been identified and
presented in this paper. The numeric rating scale from 1 to
5 is used to represent the Language-Concept support level.
In the previous examples, some basic production process A language L supports a concept C at level n as follows: 5
concepts have been modeled by means of BPMN, UML ac- – fully, 4 – mostly, 3 – partly, 2 – weakly, and 1 – without
tivity diagrams and Petri nets, respectively. In Table 1 we support.
present these languages and their capabilities to present
Table 1: Possibilities of languages to model production process concepts

Process step
- Capability
- Product

- Resource
- Constraint
- Parameter
Workflow
- Sequence
- Selection
- Iteration
- Parallelism
- Unordered
Material flow
- Storage
- Product equivalent
Message flow / Collaboration

Energy flow

Sub-process
Process variations
Error handling
Quality assurance
- Completion criteria
- Acceptance criteria

BPMN
Partly possible
Using activities
Using annotations,
but lack to describe
properties
Using lanes, but lack
to describe properties
As text description in
annotations
As text description in
annotations
+
+
+
+
+
Using ad-hoc
sub-processes
Weakly possible
As text description in
annotations
Connecting
annotations
+

3
4
3

3
2
2
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
5

Using annotations,
but lack to describe
properties
+
Using selection
+

3

Using activities and
selection
As text description in
annotations
As text description in
annotations

2

5
2
4

2
2

UML activity diagram
Mostly possible
4
Using activities
4
Using objects
4

Petri nets
Weakly possible
Using transitions
-

2
4
1

Using lanes, but lack
to describe properties
As text description in
annotations
Using activity
parameters
+
+
+
+
+
-

3

-

1

2

-

1

5

-

1

4
5
5
5
5
1

+
+
+
+
+
-

4
5
5
5
5
1

Weakly possible
As text description in
annotations
Connecting objects
with activities
Using activities and
selection, or using
signals
Using annotations,
but lack to describe
properties
+
Using selection
Using exception
handlers
Using activities and
selection
As text description in
annotations
As text description in
annotations

2
2

-

1
1

2

-

1

3

Using transitions and
selection

2

3

-

1

5
2
4

1
2
2

2

Using selection
Using transitions and
selection
Using transitions and
selection
-

2

-

1

2

2
1
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Using BPMN it is possible to model most of the pro- ports one of these languages is not caused by the complexduction process concepts in comparison to UML and Petri ity of the domain, but by the complexity of the modeling
nets. Still, it is hard to model process steps, a material flow, language and the tool.
an energy flow, process variations and quality assurance.
All aforementioned conclusions lead us to believe that
Also, an error handling can be modeled, but models would a solution to modeling production processes suitable for
be hard to read. The error handling should be modeled automatic execution would be the creation of a novel lanthrough a different layer. To overcome the issues, BPMN ex- guage that would be specific to the production domain.
tensions could be created. However, BPMN is still business
oriented and it is not tailored for a production domain.
UML activity diagrams have the same deficiencies as
5 Related Work
BPMN when they are used to model production processes,
but they are slightly better in specification of process steps
Production process modeling is an important industrial
as they can specify products and capability parameters. Adinformatics research topic [53], but it is still not sufficiently
ditionally, UML activity diagrams lack concepts needed to
covered [29]. The production processes modeling languages
model unordered process steps, i.e. an ad-hoc sub-process
need to be highly used in Industry 4.0 as production proin BPMN, and a message flow. UML profiles could be crecesses are digitally supported, and one of the goals of Inated to enable modeling some missing concepts. However,
dustry 4.0 is to create an integration of production proeven using UML profiles, it would be hard to model processes and the cyber-physical factory [54]. It will be crucial
duction processes ready for automatic code generation. We
to model production processes in order to understand, conhave chosen UML activity diagrams to model production
trol and optimize process operations [53]. Consequently,
processes as their purpose is to model flowcharts. UML is
the production cost will be lowered due to the lowering of
family of modeling languages and it may be possible that a
production failures and energy costs, accompanied by the
few different languages together could describe production
lowering of production time.
processes. This would additionally load process designers
Another difficulty is automatic execution of process deas they would need to know different modeling languages
scriptions that would be nearly impossible in other circumto fully describe production process. Thus, the complexity
stances. These are the reasons why production processes
of production process models would grow.
will be increasingly engineered with virtual representation
Petri nets are too generic to model production prothat requires abstract thinking and modeling using a tool
cesses, especially if models are needed to be specified in
[7]. Many process modeling languages have been used to
detail so they could be used for automatic code generation.
model production processes and in this section we discuss
Unlike BPMN, an advantage of Petri nets is that they have
existing languages and their extensions created to support
only a few basic elements to model processes. But because
the production process modeling.
of this, production process models become too complex
As stated in the previous section, process charts and
even with few process steps.
BOM specifications are frequently used to model production
A common conclusion can be drawn for all three tested
processes. However, it is not possible to model all details
languages. These languages are not created to support modneeded for the automatic execution using process charts.
eling of production processes suitable for automatic execuKorean manufacturing process chart standard KS A 3002
tion. Even if human-machine collaboration could be mod[17] can be used to specify production processes, but the
eled using message flows, it is hard to specify properties of
tooling support and the possibility to automatically execute
both humans and machines as smart resources. Usual lack
models are missing [1]. BOM specifications are not enough
of support to model all the details of process steps and a
to understand the production flow of production processes
material flow indicates that automatic code generation and
[1]. To model the production flow, Bill of Material and Opexecution would be hard to achieve using these languages.
erations (BOMO) [14] specifications have been created, but
Thus, the production of highly customized products would
they still lack concepts to model selection and iteration
be hardly supported.
patterns, as well as resource information that would be
Also, even if production process designers could be
required for automatic production.
trained to model production process using these languages,
In the previous section, we also stated that concepnone of these languages are conceptually familiar to them.
tual process modeling languages like BPMN, UML and Petri
They would need to invest a lot of time and effort to learn
nets have been used to model production processes. Howhow to use any of these languages and their modeling tools.
ever, these languages are usually not enough to support
Difficulties to learn how to use a modeling tool that sup-
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modeling of production processes with the created models distributed production processes [22], which also included
suitable for the automatic execution.
modeling of the material flow. Also, Petri nets have been
Lütjen and Rippel [19] stated that BPMN lacks concepts used to model processes composed of assembly operations
to model material flow, which makes modeling production and to generate work plans [6]. Similarly, Petri nets have
processes particularly difficult. To model production pro- been used to model and analyze assembly workflows in
cesses, BPMN extensions have been created [57], but a spec- order to improve the production scheduling [32].
ification of material flow is still hard to achieve [19] and
there exists an absence of uniformity [1]. Also, BPMN extensions have been created for production process similarity
6 Conclusions
measurements [1], but it is not possible to model selection
or iteration patterns or smart resources that would exeAn objective of this paper was to check whether it is possible
cute production process steps. Witsch and Vogel-Heuser
to: (i) specify human-machine collaboration as it is very
[51] implemented a manufacturing execution system modimportant in Industry 4.0 to enable flexible productions of
eling language based on BPMN that included modeling of
different products and product variants, (ii) automatically
production processes. However, production tasks were not
generate instructions from production process models to
specified with all the details to enable automatic execution.
improve production management, and (iii) automatically
Meyer et al. [25, 26] proposed BPMN extensions to creexecute generated instructions to support production of
ate IoT-aware process models. Both human workers and
highly customized products.
IoT devices are included within the language and are modThus, we identified and described requirements for
eled to work on different tasks in the smart factory. Graja et
modeling production processes in Industry 4.0 that are
al. [11] presented the BPMN4CPS modeling language that
suitable for automatic execution. We also proposed an imextends BPMN to enable modeling of CPS production proplementation of a system based on an MDSD approach that
cesses. However, none of these languages support the exewill support automatic code generation and execution of
cution of production process models [38]. This is the reason
production process models. These models will be specified
why Schönig et al. [38] extended BPMN to integrate IoT deusing a language that will support different abstraction levvices within production process models, but also to be able
els so it could make modeling easier for process designers
to use BPMN process models in existing business process
by hiding execution details from them.
management execution systems. Still, it is difficult to model
However, to the best of our knowledge, none of existing
the material flow, smart resources and products.
languages are able to specify production process models
UML activity diagrams are used to model production
with all required details for automatic execution and also
processes, however models are not meant to be used for
to be simple enough for a human comprehension. Also, we
automatic execution, nor are they intuitive for process decould not find any research that presented basic concepts
signers. Thus, they could be undesirably complex [51]. Also,
to model production processes suitable for automatic exeas the modeling of the material flow concept is hard to
cution, and compared these concepts with possibilities of
achieve, a new material flow-oriented process modeling
existing modeling languages to model them.
language – GRAMOSA has been created using UML proThe described insufficiencies of existing languages to
files. Using GRAMOSA it is possible to transform factory
model production processes are reasons why we propose
data models into executable simulation models, but the
a creation of a novel DSML. The comparison presented in
material flow-oriented approach is complex [19].
this paper can be seen as a pilot study for a detailed survey
Using the UML use case language and BPMN extenon a broader set of modeling languages that will be the
sions, Petrasch and Hentschke [28] created an IoT-aware
proof of concept for the decision to create the novel DSML
process modeling method to model IoT-aware production
aimed at a formal specification of production processes that
processes. They extended this language and created an Inare suitable for automatic execution. Research is mostly
dustry 4.0 process modeling language [29] to model all the
directed towards a usage of specific modeling techniques
technological details. However, none of these languages
rather than established ones [52]. The reason for that is
provide the details on how to execute the models [38].
because existing modeling languages are not tailored for a
Petri nets are used to model the behavior of manufacspecific domain of production processes, especially if all
turing systems, but they do not consider technical requirethe details are needed to be modeled.
ments and automation [51]. They also lack the possibility
In order to prepare process models for automatic proto model the material flow. However, hierarchical timedduction, the DSML needs to be specified. Based on our
colored Petri nets have been used to model priority-based
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claims from the previous sections, the DSML has to support: (i) modeling of all production process concepts described in Section 3.1, (ii) graphical syntax, (iii) generation
of human-readable or machine-readable instructions, (iv)
generation of manuals for human workers, (v) different levels of abstraction, (vi) production process monitoring, (vii)
error handling, (viii) dynamic changes of models during
the production, and (ix) production simulations.
The DSML will contribute in the following: (i) better
and faster production process implementation, (ii) faster
production process changes, (iii) better integration of human workers, human supervisors, machines and production processes, (iv) fewer production faults, and (v) lower
production time and costs. A modeling tool will be implemented to support process designers and an appropriate
code generator will also be implemented to generate instructions and make automatic production possible. Created production process models can be used in different
simulation scenarios to test or predict the behavior of production processes. The DSML will be tested within the envisioned MDSD-based system using the simulation and on
the shop floor with smart resources and smart materials.
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